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SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 2020

Rescue Team Disentangles Young Humpback Whale
Found in Shipping Channel Offshore Near New York City
What started as a typical Monday morning quickly turned into a race against time.
On Monday, July 27 a call came in early to NOAA Fisheries by the U.S. Coast Guard reporting a young humpback
whale that had been sighted in the Ambrose Channel of
New York. The whale faced danger from ships navigating
the channel and its inability to move as it was entangled.
Under guidance from
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries, a
response team was organized with the Center for
Coastal Studies (CCS), New
York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (AMESEAS), Atlantic
Marine Conservation Society, United State Coast
Guard, Urban Coast Institute/Monmouth University
and Turtles Fly Too (TF2).

The following timeline recaps the rescue efforts:
Monday
On Monday evening, AMSEAS went out with NYSDEC
staff on one of their vessels to the location provided by the
U.S. Coast Guard. They
determined the whale
was still alive and able to
breathe. It appeared to
be anchored in place, but
staff could not see any
entangling material.

In this case, there
were multiple threats to
the whale. It could not
perform normal behaviors, such as feeding,
and was at severe risk of
being struck by ships or
attacked by predators. It
was anchored to the sea
After assessing refloor and could barely
sponse
tactics,
Scott
make it to the surface to
Landry, from the Marine
HAYWARD uses crane to lift an estimated 4,000 pounds of line, netting, and breathe.
Animal
Entanglement 1/2 diameter cable out of the water so CCS can make cuts to release the whale.
Response team contacted Credit: NEFSC
Turtles Fly Too, a national
Tuesday
organization dedicated to providing general aviation
support for rescue missions, to provide air transport for
After reviewing the initial photos from Monday,
the team from Massachusetts to New York City. Using
AMSEAS and NYSDEC returned to the whale on Tuesday.
their “Turtle Flier” database, president Leslie Weinstein
They were able to secure better images confirming the
secured a plane and pilot and set about organizing the
entanglement and its configuration, which were holding
transportation logistics to get the team to the stranded
the whale’s tail down. They relayed this information
whale. Collaboration between these agencies is important
back to CCS and NOAA and further assessing the urgent
as each provides a specialty service that is invaluable to
situation. Then the organizations worked together to plan
the process.
for a disentanglement attempt.
Continued on Page 2

DISENTANGLEMENT, continued from page 1

Wednesday
On Wednesday morning, USCG verified that the whale
was still anchored in the same position. CCS disentanglement staff were flown from Massachusetts to New York
on a flight donated by Turtle Flier Brian Cleary, organized
by Turtles Fly Too.

CCS working with floats to release the whale. Credit: NEFSC

entangling gear around the whale’s flukes. Despite their
best efforts, the whale was still anchored in place. The
team had to leave the whale when darkness prevented
the ability to continue operations safely.
Turtle Flier Brian Cleary delivering the CCS team at Republic Jet Center.

“We’re proud to be a part of these emergency missions
providing aviation transport for the animals themselves,
and in this case, getting rescue team members on-scene
quickly. Transportation by air results in faster response
times, reduced stress for the injured animals, and gives
the rescue teams the ability to save more animals,” said
Leslie Weinstein, president of Turtles Fly Too.

At this point, Turtles Fly Too had to release the pilot
and locate a replacement pilot that could be on standby
for return transport, hopefully Thursday.

Staff from AMSEAS met the CCS team at the airport,
where they loaded everything into Republic’ Jet Center’s
crew van and proceeded to the boat launch at the Jones
Beach State Park. The CCS and AMSEAS teams were
transported to the scene in vessels provided by NYSDEC.
CCS staff used their inflatable vessel to attempt to disentangle the whale.
By Wednesday afternoon, the disentanglement team
removed multiple buoys and make cuts through pieces of

Recognizing the Partners Involved
It takes a village to complete each rescue and each
of the nonprofit organizations involved rely on private
donations to provide their services. NOAA issued a
special thank you to all of the following organizations
that came together in what turned out to be one of the
most complex whale entanglements they have ever
encountered. Because of these organizations, this whale
was given a second chance at life.
• U.S. Coast Guard Sector New York—For notifying NOAA of the whale,
providing its location, and providing updates, assessing the whale on July
29 so operations could continue.
• NYDEC—For providing logistics and coordination, including vessels and
transport for AMSEAS and CCS teams out to the whale each day since
it was first reported by the USCG on Monday. Additionally, for staff,
equipment, and on-water security support during on-water activities
(particularly important from a human-safety perspective).
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DEC officers working on the whale’s entanglement. Credit: AMSEAS
• AMSEAS —For working with NYSDEC to locate and assess the whale.
And for taking the lead on coordinating the disengagement effort with
CCS and NOAA, including managing all on-the-ground logistics.
• CCS —For quickly mobilizing to make the disentanglement attempt
possible, including reaching out to our partners at Turtles Fly Too
for air transport to New York. Most importantly, for providing their
disentanglement expertise throughout the event and leading the actual
disentanglement effort.
• Turtles Fly Too —For working with their Turtle Flyer pilots to secure air
transport for the CCS team from Massachusetts to New York and for
being incredibly flexible with pilots standing by for the return flight as the
operation endured.
• Monmouth University Urban Coast Institute—For support vessel for July
30 operation to secure gear, including carrying NEFSC staff to location.
• NEFSC Sandy Hook Lab—For staff support for July 30 operation to secure
gear.
• Army Corps of Engineers —For vessel support for July 30 operation to
secure gear.
• Republic Jet Center (Signature Select)—Provided TF2 ground support,
reduced fuel, and waived landing fees, and transport van for CCS

DISENTANGLEMENT, continued from page 2
Thursday
Early Thursday morning, the NYSDEC vessels with the
AMSEAS and CCS teams were back on the water. The
research vessel Heidi Lynn Sculthorpe, from Monmouth
University’s Urban Coast Institute, transported a team
member from NOAA Northeast Fisheries Science
Center’s Sandy Hook lab to the whale. Crews worked with
the R/V Heidi Lynn Sculthorpe and the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers Drift Collection Vessel HAYWARD. They used
heavy equipment to secure and haul some of the heavy

Entanglement Response. “Without intervention that
whale would not have survived. While it’s not entirely out
of the woods yet, its prospects are now 100 percent better
than what they were. We are optimistic we will see the
whale again and like the majority of humpback whales off
our coast it will bear the scars of entanglement.”

Republic Jet Center staff, Turtle Flier Dr. Ed Filangeri, and the CCS team,
as they depart late Thursday for home after a successful rescue.

A DEC officer collects a piece of gear that CCS cut from the whale’s
entanglement. Credit: AMSEAS

gear, which allowed the CCS team to make cuts that
relieved pressure on the whale’s body. Around 4 p.m.,
final cuts were made releasing the whale from a very large
and complicated entanglement.
The teams stayed on scene to assess the health of the
whale as it swam free. The visible injuries to the whale
did not appear to be severe. They did include multiple
lacerations to all body areas and some deep lacerations
at its tail.

Teams working together to remove lines from whale. Credit: AMSEAS

This event demonstrated the need for a deliberate
approach with patience and endurance, and the
collaboration of local resources and expertise to support
a skilled and experienced disentanglement team.
“That was among the more challenging whale
disentanglement cases we have dealt with. That whale
was fighting to live. All the folks we were working with
on the water the last two days were fighting to help
it”, said Scott Landry, CCS Director of Marine Animal

For the return flight, Turtles Fly Too recruited Dr. Ed
Filangeri to transport the tired, but elated disentanglement
team back to Massachusetts.
“Whale response in New York has been increasingly
complex over the years, and this event was an especially
challenging one,” said Rob DiGiovanni, Executive Director
and Chief Scientist of AMSEAS. “In these difficult times,
with these difficult conditions, AMSEAS is honored to
be working with our partners on the water—NYSDEC,
Center for Coastal Studies, Army Corps of Engineers,
the U.S. Coast Guard and Monmouth University—
as well as NOAA Fisheries and Turtles Fly Too. The
observational information gathered from photos and
other documentation during the first two days provided
valuable information that helped lead to the development
of a successful plan. These data enabled the team to
stage the appropriate resources to address the changing
conditions. It is reassuring to know that we have partners
to call on to get this important job done.”
“[NYS]DEC was proud to help initiate, coordinate, and
co-lead the rescue of one of nature’s most impressive
animals so that it can once again enjoy its home in our
abundant coastal waters,” said NYSDEC Commissioner
Basil Seggos. “This collaboration of state, federal, aca
demic, and not-for-profit partners is a remarkable example of what happens when we work together to protect
our environment and the creatures that depend on it.”
We are thankful to the recreational boaters who initially
called this report into USCG. Mariners are encouraged
to immediately report sightings of injured or entangled
whales. In New York, please call the New York State
Stranding hotline at (631) 369-9829; from Maine through
Virginia, call (866) 755-6622 (NOAA).
The disentanglement work was conducted under
Permit 18786-04, issued to the NOAA Fisheries Marine
Mammal Health and Stranding Response Program.
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Pilots Needed for Upcoming Missions
Berni and Pistachio need a ride!
Please review and contact us if you are interested in flying either of these missions.
Mission 1:
Berni Wants to Go Home!

Mission 2:
Pistachio Needs A Ride!

From Your Choice of 2
Pick-up Options:
CYVR Vancouver Int’l Airport
KBFI Boeing Field
To:
KSAN San Diego Int’l
When:
TBD

From:
KVDF Tampa Executive
To:
KMDW Chicago Midway
International Airport
When:
TBD

Mission Summary:
This flight is to transport “Berni,” an endangered Olive Ridley
sea turtle to be released back to the wild in Southern California.
TF2 will provide you with a letter of acknowledgement for your
in-kind contribution of air transportation and time. For most of
our transports we can offer reduced fuel cost and/or reduced or
waived landing fees provided by our host airports.

“Berni,” an Olive Ridley sea turtle is usually found only in
warmer waters. He was rescued by members of the public at
Port Alberni (Vancouver Island) on September 30th, 2019 and
appeared to be “cold-stunned”, a condition that occurs in sea
turtles when the water temperature falls below 10 degrees
Celsius. Cold-stunned sea turtles experience a decrease in heart
rate and circulation causing them to become lethargic to the
point where they are unable to swim or forage. Berni is only
the fourth Olive Ridley sea turtle recorded in British Columbia
waters and only the second of that species to be treated at the
rescue centre. Berni has been in rehabilitation since October 1,
2019 at Ocean Wise in Vancouver, B.C., and waiting to cross the
Canadian borders to return to southern California since May.
The normal range for this species is usually found to be in the
tropical regions of the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans and it
is unusual for an Olive Ridley to be found this far north.
Berni has all required documentation to be transported from
Canada to the USA by “Turtle Fliers” for Turtles Fly Too as authorized by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).
Click here for complete details of mission. If you are a current
Turtle Flier, email info@turtlesflytoo.org, if new to Turtles Fly
Too, please fill out our Turtle Flier sign up form by clicking here.
Mention you are interested in “Berni’s mission.”
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Mission Summary:
This flight is to transport “Pistachio” a Kemp’s Ridley sea
turtle to a zoo near Chicago for permanent home. TF2 will
provide you with a letter of acknowledgement for your in-kind
contribution of air transportation and time from Tampa, FL to
Chicago, IL. For most of our transports we can offer reduced
fuel cost and/or reduced or waived landing fees provided by our
host airports.
“Pistachio” is an endangered Kemp’s Ridley sea turtle that
was rescued from Cedar Key after being struck by a boat in
August of 2011. Her wounds were quite severe, and she was
brought to the Florida Aquarium for treatment of injuries to her
head, shell, and spine. Even though her wounds have healed,
and she has recovered remarkably, she suffers from some
chronic problems that make it unlikely that she would survive
in the wild.
Pistachio has all required documentation to be transported
within the USA by volunteer pilots for Turtles Fly Too as authorized by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS).
Click here for complete details of mission. If you are a current
Turtle Flier, email info@turtlesflytoo.org, if new to Turtles Fly
Too, please fill out our Turtle Flier sign up form by clicking here.
Mention you are interested in “Pistachio’s mission.”

SUPPORT TURTLES FLY TOO BY
USING AMAZON SMILE
The turtles will thank you!
As we all sit in quarantine, many of
us are ordering our products through
online delivery services. Are you aware
you can now able to buy groceries
through Whole Foods on Amazon?
Whether you are looking for hand sanitizer, toilet
paper, or fresh veggies, Amazon is the one-stop-shop.
Amazon not only offers amazing services but also through
AmazonSmile they will donate a portion of your purchase
to eligible non-profits including Turtles Fly Too. It’s very
easy to designate Turtles Fly Too as your non-profit of
choice: simply log on to smile.amazon.com, log in to
your account, and type in your charitable organization.
AmazonSmile offers all the same products as Amazon, so
next time you’re in need just log on to AmazonSmile.

TURTLE FLIERS NEEDED FOR COLD-STUN TRANSPORTS
NOAA Suggests this Winter will be Challenging for Our Emergency Response Network Partners
Dear Turtle Fliers,
We hope this letter finds you healthy and able to maintain some semblance of normal in the current COVID
environment. In spite of recent challenges, the
natural world continues to operate on its typical
schedule, which means we are quickly approaching the Massachusetts cold stun sea turtle season. Unfortunately, COVID-related challenges
have hit our response network partners hard,
most of which are non-profit organizations.
They are planning for this upcoming winter
season with fewer staff and volunteers, less funding, and strict social distancing protocols that will make
response and rehabilitation extremely challenging. With
this in mind, we are looking at a busier than normal season as we will likely have to transport turtles out of Massachusetts more often than prior years. Local facilities are
changing protocols to continue to provide life-saving care
to cold-stunned sea turtles even with their limitations, but
this will only be possible if they can reduce the number of
turtles in their hospitals. That is where the amazing pilots
of Turtles Fly Too play a critical role this year.
Sea Turtles Will Need Long-Term Care
Sea turtles will start to wash up on the shores of Cape
Cod, Massachusetts by November. We never know how
many turtles to expect each year. In the last five years,
the total has ranged from 300 to over 800, with the maximum ever documented in 2014--over 1,200 cold-stunned
turtles. The Response Network rescues these sea turtles
from beaches and brings them to rehabilitation facilities
in Massachusetts.
Once there, the turtles are gradually warmed, started
on treatment, and stabilized to await transport to a
long-term care facility. The ultimate goal is to bring the
turtles back to health and release them back into the
wild to rejoin the reproductive population and contribute
towards recovery of the endangered species.

Transportation Assistance Needed
Turtles are transported each year to long-term care
facilities or even to release beaches along the Eastern
or Gulf coasts. Reaching these locations by ground
transport takes many hours or even days. Turtles Fly Too, with the help of generous pilots
like you, significantly reduces the duration of
these transports. Every moment counts for
cold-stunned turtles. Reducing the amount of
time these critical patients are out of water minimizes their stress during transport and increases
their chances for success.
SIGN UP TO HELP
This year we expect to need more flights than prior
years and there will likely be an added urgency to move
quickly as facilities with limited-staff fill up in Massachusetts. For this reason, we are asking our pilots to commit
in advance their availability at https://www.turtlesflytoo.
org/blog/posts/2020/august/turtle-fliers-needed-forcold-stun-transports/ during the ten weeks of the cold
stun season. Turtle fliers may select one or more weeks
to be “on call” for turtle rescue flights. Identifying available pilots ahead of time will hopefully reduce the time
between when a need is identified and when we can get
turtles off the ground. You can also mark your calendars
and expect a call.
We sincerely appreciate your generosity and offer of
assistance for these critical sea turtle conservation efforts.
Whether you are a veteran “Turtle Flier” or new to our
organization, we thank you. If you fly a PC12, C-172, PA-28
or anything inbetween, we need you. Once the season
starts, we will use the list to call Turtle Fliers whose planes
and locations match our missions. If you have questions,
please contact Kate Sampson at kate.sampson@noaa.
gov. Thank you for your involvement!
Kate Sampson
Sea Turtle Stranding Coordinator
NOAA Fisheries, G.A. Regional Fisheries

Leslie Weinstein
President
Turtles Fly Too
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A Special Recognition and Thank You to Turtles Fly Too’s Partners and Sponsors!
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TURTLES FLY TOO DELIVERS THE ST. LOUIS AQUARIUM
AND COMMUNITY THEIR FIRST SEA TURTLE...
When Leslie, our Board
President receives a call
from Dr. Terry Norton,
founder of the Georgia
Sea Turtle Center, you pay
attention. We have worked
with Dr. Norton since the
infancy of Turtles Fly Too;
and yes, it is probably his
support of our work that
has evolved us into the
organization we are today.
Fast forward, the call
comes in as Dr. Norton has
found a new permanent Tsunami at home at the St. Louis Aquarium
home for one of his longterm patients, Tsunami. The St. Louis Aquarium, newly
opened in December 2019 at Union Station has an incredible, state of the art aquarium with more than 13,000
aquatic animals from around the world, yet, no sea turtles
to grace their new space.
Tsunami had three years of medical care at the Georgia
Sea Turtle Center following a boat strike. He arrived at the
center on July 18, 2017, with injuries to the left side of the
head behind the eye and part of his jaw all the way to his
left front flipper.
“Tsunami was a critical patient for a long time at the
center,” Dr. Norton said. “From tube feeding to daily
wound care, he had a long road to recovery. At the end of
September 2017, Tsunami finally started showing interest
in food, and by October he was able to eat on his own.”

Tsunami, a small green sea
turtle who hails from Jekyll
Island has taken the St.
Louis community by storm
You would think that a
President was visiting based
on the amount of media
met the plane upon Tsunami’s arrival. Our Turtle Fliers, Warren Brown, his wife
Bethany, and daughter Lily
were surrounded by the press
and everyone was anxious to
meet Tsunami. Aaron Sprowl,
general 
curator at the St.
Louis Aquarium met the flight
Tuesday afternoon at St. Louis-Lambert International Airport and gave Tsunami a lift to his new home.
“We put him in the tank, and it looks like he’s doing
really well,” said Aaron Sprowl, general curator at the
St. Louis Aquarium. “Doing what a typical sea turtle will
do. Basically, destroying the tank already! He will live
in the Shark Canyon habitat at St. Louis Aquarium. The
professional animal care team will be able to continue his
jaw therapy as needed.”
Tsunami is estimated to be between 15 and 20 years
old and could grow to about 500 pounds.
Tsunami spent a few days in a thousand-gallon holding
tank before moving to the 250,000-gallon main tank at
the end of the week for display to the general public.
Additional photos and links to video coverage can be found here:

https://www.turtlesflytoo.org/blog/posts/2020/august/turtles-fly-too-delivers-the-st-louis-aquarium-and-community-their-first-sea-turtle/

...THE REST OF THE STORY!

SURPRISE REPEAT EVENT REQUESTED
When you do good things, you sometimes get to do
them again. Dr. Terry Norton actually had two sea turtles
that had been under long-term care at the Georgia Sea
Turtle Center. It was believed Tsunami was a female but
not confirmed. Therefore the Aquarium was approved by
USFWS to receive both Tsunami and Quasimodo pending
the results of Tsunami’s gender test.
It was known that Quasimodo was female. Tsunami’s
test results came back saying she was a male so transport
for Tsunami was arranged as males and female sea turtles
are not allowed to be together. Shortly after arrival, it was
determined the test results were incorrect and after further review, Tsunami was unequivocally a female.
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Dr. Norton contacted Leslie Weinstein from Turtles Fly
Too, beginning the conversation with, “I’ve got sort of
good news and bad news, the St. Louis Aquarium would
like to take Quasi now...” asking if we could possibly
arrange a second flight for Quasimodo’s travel to join
Tsunami at the St. Louis Aquarium.
Not surprisingly, it relatively easy to find a second
Turtle Flier willing to make the journey. Paul and Sherry
Schubert volunteered and flew Quasi to St. Louis. Quasi
arrived to less of a fanfare, but nonetheless, an incredible
new home.
Aaron Sprowl, General Curator at the Aquarium commented, “We are extremely grateful of TF2 for helping get
both these turtles to such a great new home requiring two
flights that could have been one.”
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Greetings From Idaho
THE SEA TURTLE CAPITAL OF THE WORLD
It’s been a long six months for each of
us, yet we have been hard at work and
want to share what we’ve accomplished at
Turtles Fly Too to prepare for the future, and
more specifically, this winter, which we are
concerned may prove to be one of our most
difficult seasons yet.
First, we need to thank so many of our
volunteers who have contributed countless hours to help Turtles Fly Too in so many
areas, from specialized Apps for mobile
phones to sign up Turtle Fliers, to the volunteers that organized our Fly-Ins this year,
to the Turtle Fliers who have flown missions
in spite of COVID-19, and to our Advisory
Board, which we recently expanded, all who
have been working tirelessly behind the
scenes.
We are still flying missions and providing
transport for seals, turtles, and a whale disentangle-ment team while implementing
extra precautions. We owe a debt of gratitude to our “Turtle Fliers” and volunteers
that include Ken Andrews, Tim Green, and
Joe Murray from Kent State, who covered
one of our Jekyll Island releases, and Sophie
Costa and Bonnie Barnes as staff, who drove
from the Florida Keys to film the release of
the turtles at Jekyll Island in May. We had
assistance from new Turtle Fliers’ Warren
Brown, his wife Bethany, and daughter Lily,
from Spicewood, TX, who flew Tsunami
from Jekyll Island to St. Louis Aquarium
(click here for highlights), and veteran Fliers
(and new Advisory Board members) Paul
and Sherry Schubert, who flew Quasimodo
to join Tsunami. And most recently Brian
Cleary, and Ed Filangeri, who transported
the disentanglement team from Massachusetts to New York and back.
We are continuing to assist in endangered species rescue operations from coast
to coast, with two upcoming missions that
includes an international transport, hopefully by mid-September.
We are becoming more official as an
organization, thanks to one of our long-time
supporters, Bonnie Barnes, a seasoned nonprofit executive who found herself with time
on her hands during COVID and helped us
achieve major goals for the organization that
includes: a 5-year strategic plan; marketing,
a donation of Salesforce to handle donor/
pilot management, grantwriting, marketing
materials, social media, website updates,

and media relations. In addition, we are
in the process of drafting a Turtle Flier
manual to standardize procedures and are
working with a volunteer Robert Baran, out
of Washington State, who is writing new
software to capture mission details so that
we can better report the work we do.
As we come out of COVID, we recognize
the organization has expanded beyond what
volunteers can a ccomplish. We are concentrating on raising dollars, seeking corporate
support, and applying for grants so that we
can continue to provide our unique service
to the organizations that count on us every
day to transport endangered species for
long-term rehabilitation and release.
We are extremely concerned that this
fall may become the most difficult winter
we’ve experienced as everyone’s resources,
including the nonprofits that provide
emergency services and stabilization of the
sea turtles; our pilots whom have personally
been affected; and the rescue centers that
traditionally care for the turtles long-term
have been impacted by COVID-19 and
continue to be impacted, and support is
needed by each of us to survive. Without
support from people who care, conservation
in all aspects will take a huge hit.
You are the heart and soul of this
organization. We are asking your help in
any way you feel comfortable. Share our
Facebook, Instagram, and/or LinkedIn
pages. Talk with others about what we do.
Connect us to a corporation or foundation
that we can talk to about Turtles Fly Too. If
you can assist financially by contributing,
we would greatly appreciate your support.
WHY DO I CARE? Our environment is
changing exponentially. We are losing species that our grandkids will never have the
opportunity to enjoy. I do what I do for my
grandkids and your grandkids. I want them
to have the opportunities that we have.
Nothing less is acceptable.
We’ve all been through a tough time and
we want to personally thank you for being a
part of Turtles Fly Too. Remember to “Like”
us on Facebook and continue to support our
missions. Every little bit helps and is greatly
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Leslie J. Weinstein
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MEET PAUL & SHERRY SCHUBERT, TURTLE FLIERS, MEMBERS
OF OUR ADVISORY BOARD AND DESIGNER OF OUR TURTLES!
Turtles Fly Too is proud
stuffed sea turtles and sea creato introduce two of our
tures that are still being sold on
dedicated Turtle Fliers this
the TF2 website, and she contribmonth, Paul and Sherry
utes all the proceeds back to TF2!
Schubert of Louisberg,
Paul and Sherry recently
NC (LHZ). Paul and Sherry
joined the Turtles Fly Too
use their Dahler TBM850
for business travel and
personal
explorations
along the NC coast and
Outer Banks, from the
home of controlled flight at
KittyHawk (FFA) to historic
Moorehead City (MRH).
Five years ago the
Paul and Sherry Schubert, Turtle Fliers and they do so much more!
Schuberts’ flew their first
mission for TF2 and today, they have flown six missions.
Advisory Board and will
The most recent was the transport of “Quasi,” a Green
assisting in organizing
sea turtle that was injured by a boat strike and was unable
future fly-ins as we
to be released due to long term effects of those injuries.
continue to recognize
Quasi was flown from his rehab center at the Georgia
and thank all our pilots
Sea Turtle Center to St. Louis, MO (STL) to join another
throughout the country!
injured and rehabilitated Green sea turtle “Tsunami” at an
A special thanks goes
amazing new expansion of the St Louis Aquarium. Turtles
out to the Schuberts
Fly Too also flew Tsunami a month earlier to St. Louis.
from all at TF2 for going
After their first flight, Sherry was so thrilled, she immeabove and beyond on
diately started donating her time to crochet beautiful
every mission.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR RESCUE MISSIONS!
Sea turtles and other endangered species face ever-increasing threats from a staggering array
of sources. Our efforts counteract these threats and improve the survival rate of these magnificent
creatures. Your contribution supports our air transport coordination and educational programs.

I CARE! Please accept my donation of:
o $25 o $50 o $100 o $500 o $1000 o Other__________ o I’d like to make a recurring monthly donation of $___________
Name______________________________________________________________

Telephone________________________________

Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________ State _________________________

Zip________________________________

o Sign me up for e-News and other important communications. Email______________________________________
o I am paying by check, made payable: Turtles Fly Too
Mail to: Turtles Fly Too, 4911 No. Parkwood St., Boise, ID 83704

o Please bill my credit card (you may also donate online at https://www.turtlesflytoo.org/donate/):
Card number___________________________________________ Exp. Date _________________ CVV __________
Signature_____________________________________________________

I would like additional information on:
o Volunteering as a “Turtle Flier”
o Giving a donation of stock to offset capital gains
o Dedicating my donation to someone special

4911 No Parkwood St.
Boise, ID 83704
208-484-7774
www.TurtlesFlyToo.org
info@TurtlesFlyToo.org

TURTLES FLY TOO INC., (TF2) IS REGISTERED WITH THE STATE UNDER THE SOLICITATION OF CONTRIBUTIONS ACT, 1992. TF2’S REGISTRATION NUMBER
IS CH‑61503. A COPY OF THE OFFICIAL REGISTRATION AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE DIVISION OF CONSUMER SERVICES BY
CALLING 1-800-435-7352, WITHIN FLORIDA, REGISTRATION DOES NOT IMPLY ENDORSEMENT, APPROVAL OR RECOMMENDATION BY THE STATE.
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